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Golden Knights' baseball team runs out of gas on the road, hopes to refuel at home- p.16
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Transfer of $264,140 and suspension related?

Sporls

O A.
-,· court
hearing could lift the
current suspension
of UCF's SGA.

t

by MIKE WHITE
Managing editor

·~

photo/HUNT

V' Michael Jordan comes to
town and helps the Bµlls
take three of four from the
Magic this season.
See page 16.
V' UCF drops to 3-6 in the
TAAC. See page 16.
V' Tony takes it to the hole
again. See page 15.

V' The Greek Column takes
a look at the changes the
IFC made to its constitution
at its first annual president's
dinner. See page 3.

Features
V' Bundy gives her 2 cents
worth about 2 Gents.
See page 10.
V' Those Darn Impulse
Buyers--who else but The
Swartz. See page 13.

. Opinion
V' Letters speak out on
religion and SG suspension.
See page 6.
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.:tion of the .Neo-Nazi

i:triovement in the
·= Sfudent Activities
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Other suspended SG officials
also believe the protest of the transfer are related to the shutdown.
"I believe that because one of
the auditing senators (Koenig) discovered the transfer, and because he
expressed his concerns in a grievance, Dr. Hitt took it as a personal
affront," suspended SG Pro
Tempore John Turner said.
"That made it easier for him
to shut us down. There is _nothing
the legislative branch has done
wrong. Every charge (made against
the senate) has beeri untrue,'• Turner
added.
When asked whether the
transfer and the suspension were
related, President John C. Hitt said,

Rule changes follow state·
comptroller's i1vesl:gation
sion to use university equipment for
personal gain, but not for incidental
personal use," the response stated.
The UCFPublic Affairs Office
A, liso in resporn,c l< the report,
announced changes to university rules the adminis~ration appointed a task
and procedures, following an investi- force to review rules and regulations
gative report on 13 anonymous alle- related to other allegations agaiJ!Sl
gations against fonner College of Huseman.
Business Administration dean, RichBecauseHuseinan used35mm
ard Huseman.
slides for outside personal presentations, the task force will review rules
and procedures related to using uni-=
versity property forpersonal business.
The task force will also review
rules and procedures related to
Mcmme using ~s laptop for consulting business. He prepared a
~~~~~
four-partreportforthe
Orlffi\do Utilities
Commission and
received
$28,465 in
compensa"Incition, the report
dentalpersonal
said.
use of univerThough
sity equipment,
the
univ~rsity
alsuch as computlows
employees
ers that do not
to usec9mputers for
cause the state to
consulting, McHone
incur additional
did not complete the fonns
costs or require the purchase of additional equipment or up- to report his outside consulting or to
grades of software, does not adversely request use of the computer - a vioaffect the interests of the state," the lation of university rules.
McHone has resigned but will
report stated.
In the report, Huseman and remain associate dean until August.
Associate Business Dean Warren The university stated the administraMcHone were accused of using state- tion does not believe McHone's conissued laptops for personal use. The sulting activity needs to be forwarded
investigation revealed Huseman used to the Florida Commission on Ethics.
After its review of rules and
his computer for a family budget,
among other uses, and McHone used procedures, the task force will prepare
his laptop for his consulting business. a booklet with guidelines forreporting
However, the university stated outside activity, possible conflicts of
in a response, issued to The Central interest and procedures for obtaining
Florida Future at the end of March, pennission to use university facilities,
that using the computer for consulting equipment and services.
''We're working on research
did nut 'liolatc university rules. Using
the C•)mputer for a family budget or and drafting (a booklet) to have the
other incidental uses did violate uni- whole committee look at," said Mary
versity rules.
Beth Liberto, general counsel.
''It seems illogical that univerThe task force will report to
sity employees may obtain pennis- President John Hitt by July 1, 1996.

Asst news editor

V' The CREOL center prepares to open with fanfare
and Nobel Prize winners.
See page 4.

. :·:·. .

For the past sevenil months,
suspended SG Sen. Kevin Koenig
questioned the legality of transfers
made by UCF's administration without the approval ofSG. Now a lawsuit
claims Koenig's protests may have
led to the SG suspension.
John C. Hitt, LeVester Tubbs
and the Florida Board of Regents are
named as defendants in the lawsuit.
A motion to lift the SG suspension will be heard by a judge in the

ninth circuit court in Orlando,

by l\flCHELLE MARTINEZ

News Briefs

.. '

Future·
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"Not in any direct way."
Dr. Levester Tubbs, vice
president for student affairs, also
denied that the transfer caused the
suspension.
An assistant to state Sen.
George Kirkpatrick said the transfer is being looked at as part of an
ongoing state audit of the university .
Koenig's lawsuit states ,
"Suspension of student government was a direct and proximate
result of Plaintiff's opposition to
and disagreement with the policies and actions of Defendants
and his request for ass{stance from
his elected officials."

" .....................
Not in any direct
way.
UCF President John Hilt's
response when asked if the

transfer was related to SGA's
suspension

see TRAN~FER, page 2

Power outage leads to
cancellation of classes
by SAMANTHA KA TES
Staff writer

"I spent an hour looking for a
parking space, and now they cancelled classes?" education major
Edward O'Brian said Monday.
O'Brian's complaints were
shared all throughout cam pus Monday when UCF was shut down due
to a power outage.
At approximately I :30 p.m.,
Monday, Provost Gary Whitehouse
sent out memos as fast as he could
to inform students,_faculty and administrators that the main campus
was going to shut down, cancelling

all classes and relieving faculty
with pay.
"lt was really a ~arety issue," Whitehouse said. ··when the
b·attery generators went down it
was unsafe for students to be in the
buildings without lighted exit
signs, lighted hall ways."
Whitehouse made the decision in conjunction with Joyce
Clampett, associate vie~ president
for Administration and Finance.
UCFPresidentJohn Hitt was
in Tallahassee at the time but was
contacted prior to the shutdown.
see POWER, page 4

Freshman lifeguard looks
to make splash at Olympics
by JENN WELCH
Contributing writer

Cortney Kemmerer, a UCF
freshman from Cape Coral, Fla., has
been selected to represent Cape Coral
Aquatics as a lifeguard for the 1996
Summer Olympic Games in Atlanta.
Kemmerer has been involved
with aquatics since she was 5-yearsold, but this is only her third season
lifeguarding.
She was trained by the elite
Ellis & Associates, who prepares
lifeguards for assignments nationwide, including Walt Disney World.
The Cape Coral program was
one of only 10 tha! .won a coveted
Platinum award from Ellis & Associates. These 10 programs were permitted to choose one of their lifeguards to participate in the Olympics.
Cape Coral evaluated more
than 1I0 lifeguards, and 40 achieved
a perfect score. Those 40 were then
judged by applications and three were

selected to compete in skills tests
and personal interviews. Kemmerer
was chosen as the top perfonner and
was informed last week she would
be going to Georgia.
After some additional training here in Florida, Kemmerer will
leave for Atlanta in July where she
will undergo two days of intense
training in line with her assignme~t.
Kemmerer will spend a total
of nine days living with a host family during the Games.
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Discovery of transfer results in exchanges between state legislators, UCF counsel
from TRANSFER, page 1
Sometime in December,
1995, the Student Affairs office discovered money was running out of
the Student Union Operations account. This account provides funds
for the student union employees'
salaries.

JAN.9
Dr. Kenneth Lawson, associate vice president for Student Affairs, called a student government
accountant and told him to transfer
$264, I40from an Unallocated Student Union Fund to an Allocated

tions. (See Example B) The invoice
shows this is a transfer from an
unallocated account for $264,140.

Example 13

JAN.U
Tubbs calls the accountant and
Watson into rus office. He orders the
accountant to change the paperwork
so that the funds which originated
from the unallocated account now go
into account #3223000--Student
Union Trust Fund. (See Example C)
ON THE SAME DAY, Jan.·

Student Union Operations Fund.

The accountant refused and
told Lawson the administration did
not have the right to transfer money
out of an unallocated account. Additionally, he said there was more
than $2 million available in the Student Union Operations Fund. The
only thing missing to utilize the
money was a budget, which the
accountant says would be easy to
create and did not need SGA approval. (See Example A)

proper purchases which already occurred - especially the more personal and self-serving ones.

OllGCOOE

EO

l changed

Tubbs also told Torregrosa a
moratorium would be placed on any
budget transfers involving Activity
and Service Fees. 'The budget will be
spent exactly as it was passed and
approved. There will be no more moving budget around," the memo states.

.JAN.18
Then Sen. Kevin Koenig, the
SCA chair of the operations review
committee, discovers the transfer.

JAN.19
Koeni~

Torregrosa said for five consecutive months prior to this, Hitt
had cancelled scheduled meetings
between Hitt and Torregrosa.
Hitt says there were no formal meetings scheduled; and that
from time to time he has to cancel
meetings. He says there was a time
when the two did not meet. Hitt said
Torregrosa suggests shutting down
student government.
Torregrosa says at tb.is meeting, Hitt said, "How dare you call
me to a meeting." Hitt said he did
not make the remark.
Documents filed in Koenig' s
suit against Hitt, Tubbs and the
Board ofRegents allege at this meeting "Hit~ told Torregrosa that he
was inclined to shut down the student government because of 'renegade senators' who were making
complaints to Tallahassee."

; ) 4 . 11..· .j

Hitt told
Torregrosa that he
was inclined to
shut down the
student government because of
'renegade senators.'

''

PSST!
ucy

•

8.

But, after hearing Torregrosa
would sign the transfer document,
postponed the decision, feeling it
showed an act of good faith.
The student body leaders were
told their last chance at saving the
SGA from suspension was to come
up with a plan over the weekend
with goals of how to solve the SGA
problems.

•

•

•
•

MARCH9
Torregrosa calls an emergency meeting which included
members of the executive and legislative branches, including Mike Hess
and Rico Brown and a former student body leader alumni.
The committee recommended
Torregrosa not sign the transfer approval. Also, the committee unanimously agreed.to a list of goals.

•

,, ______

faxes his objections
Exam;ile C
regarding the transfer to Florida State
12, Tubbs meets with Presi- Rep. Debbie Wasserman-Schultz
dent John C. Hitt and Provost Gary . and State Sen. George Kirkpatrick,
Whitehouse, Monte] Watson and Dr. chairs of the higher education committees and Commissioner of EduJoyce Oampitt.
As a result of that meeting, cation Frank Brogan. He requests
!"ubbs sends a memo to Miguel an investigation.
Wasserman-Schultzrefers the
v• o ...·-... \J.:..- ,. •.. ........ .
DATE: Ol/22/g 6
matter to Dr. Daniel Holsenbeck,
O~.G CODE : 3223001
TITt.E : STIJ l1Nl011-0PERAT!OllS
S l: BA ST.\TUS
UCF senior counsel.
FL'l'ID CODE: 330072
PROJECT LEADER : T1JBBS, t.t:VESTER
11 . B. CODES : H~
Holsenbeck says he was never
BUDGET
REVn:'JE
EllCUMBRAllCES
EXPENDITURES
Bl\l.JUICE
0. 00
CASH IN ST
o.oo
o . oo
2067845 . 00
2067845 . oo
involved in any investigation.
Example A
However, a Jan. 22 memo
from
Tubbs
to Holsenbeck refers to
JAN.10
Torregrosa, then student body presiLawson sends an electronic dent and says the group met "to dis- the "Koenig letter to Representative
and
,,.
message to the accountant, with cop- cuss inappropriate expenditures, im- Wasserman-Schultz,"
Holsenbeck
wrote
Wassermanies to Dr. LeVester Tubbs, vice presi- proper purchasing procedures and inC.omplaint filed in Koenig v.
dent for Student Affairs; Monte! discriminate budget transfers within Schultz on March 21 regarding ·
Florida Board of Regents,
Watson, coordinator. for administra- the Student Government operation." Koenig and the transfer.
John C. Hitt, and LeVester
tive services for student government
Hitt says the transfer came up
JAN.25
and Mark Hall, director of the student but that it was not significant.
Tubbs
.
The first of three meetings
union.
The memo notifies Torregrosa
takes place involving Mary Beth
Lawson'smessageexplainsthe of a number of actions taken:
Liberto,
UCF general counsel, and MARCHI
situation of the operations fund need•The UCF Inspector General
members
of the SGA senate, inThe possible suspension of
ing revenue.
Office will-audit student government
cluding
Koenig
and
Pro
Tempore
SGA
and
questionable student govThe message then says "We purchasing procedures and expendisai9.
.
John
Turner,
Turner
ernment
spending
practices makes
needtogetthismoneymovedandstop tures.
Liberto
said
Holsenbeck
rethe
front
page
of
The
Orlando Senthe game playing. What do you need
•Everyone involved in student
quested
she
meet
with
Turner
to
see
tinel.
from us to get this money transferred government must follow all purchasto Student Union Operations and Stu- ing procedures and regulations with- what could be done to resolve the
problems with the transfer.
MARCH6
dent Union Trust Fund?"
out exception
Liberto
said
the
meetings
Torregrosa writes Hitt a letter
•Anyone who does not will not
were
at
the
request
of
Turner,
who
seeking to address problems associJAN.11
only pay outofhis/herown pocket for
The accountant is ordered to filll'. item purchased improperly but wanted to discuss the problems of ated with student government and
make the transfer. On the interde- also will be subject to disciplinary student government. Turner and publicitY, generated by The Sentinel
other SGA senators deny this.
· article. He withdraws suggestion to
partmental invoice, the funds are action.
shut down student government.
transferred
into
account
•Student government officials
#3223001-Student Union Opern- may also be ordered to pay for im- JAN.30
Liberto, Turner and SGA . MARCH 8
senators meet again, without resoTorregrosa and SGA vice
lution.
president Frank Amoros are called
to a meeting with Tubbs and
FEB.1
Whitehouse. Amoros asks for a copy
WE HAVE THE
AREA'S BEST KEPT
The SGA senate passes a bill of the draft proposal regarding posto fund an independent audit. The sible suspension. Tubbs refuses.
SECRET IN RENTAL APARTMENT VALUE
bill states: "In an effort to avoid
(Tubbs later says it is because
targeted issues, this audit will ex- Amoros did not use the words Sun•WALK TO UCF
amine a11 areas of interaction be- shine Law.)
tween Student Government and the
Torregrosa was asked to sign
• QUIET & SECURE CONCRETE
University of Central Florida to de- a document okaying the transfer of
BLOCK CONSTRUCTION
termine if student monies have been $494,205 from the Student Union
•UNIQUE "SINGLJ;: FAMILY" DESIGN
spent in accordance with State Law, Trust Fund, account #3223000, to
FLOOR PLAN
and the intent of monies allocated." the Student Union Construction
•UNCROWDED "CAMPUS LIKE"
costs.
BUILDING DESIGN
FEB.6
Account #3223000 is the acLiberto and SGA senators count that the SGA accountant was
•HUGE 3 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
required to change on Jan. 12 as the
meet again, without resolution.
ONLY $545/MONTH ! ! !
account receiving the unallocated
•RESERVE NOW FOR FALL 1996!
FEB.12
money.
Tubbs vetoes the bill authoTorregrosa refused to sign the
rizing the independent audit.
document until he had SGA approval. Torregrosa said he asked if
he did sign the document, would
FEB. 28
MiguelTorregrosacallsameet- Hitt sign it in his presence and was
ing with Hitt, Tubbs, Whitehouse and told ~o. (The document required
rumself to try and resolve problems both signatures.)
between student government and the
Hitt said he was told
Just South of UCF at Science Drive &
Torregrosa agreed to sign the docu-.
UCF administration.
r . .:.:- r • •

ment, and would do so along with
Hitt. Hitt said he originally planned
to announce the suspension March

•

•

MARCHll
The list of goals was delivered to Tubbs' office Monday morning. TubbsandWhitehousemetwith
Hitt to make a decision about SGA
suspension.
Hitt said he received a fax
from an unidentified person from
the SGA offices showing t~e transfer form with tqe rubber stamped
word "REJECTED" on it. He said
this showed him a lack of good faith
on-the part of SGA and decided to
suspend.

•

•

•

MARCH12
Hitt announces to the local
press that the SGA would be suspended until the fall. A new Special
Committee, appointed by Hitt,
would make decisions about the
expenditures of the Activity and
Service Fee funds.

.
•

• On March 27. $494,205
was transferred from the Student
Union Trust Fund to the Student
Union Construction Fund.
•On April 4, Kevin R. Koenig
filed suit in the Ninth Judicial Circuit Court in Orange County,
Florida. Koenig is seeking an injunction to Lift the SGA suspension.
Additionally, he is sl,ling John C.
Hitt, LeVesterTubbsandthe Florida
Board of Regents.

•
•
•

So why all the fuss?
Hitt and the administration
have down-played the importance
of the transfer, claiming that it was
necessary to pay the staff of the
Student Union. Koenig and many
other senators feel the unauthorized
transfers deny the students their say
about how the money should be
spent.
Koenig says the money could
be taken from other accounts. He
also feels the shutdown is just an
excuse to silence his protests.
If that is the case, the shutdown would appear to be unsuccessful.

•
•

•

•

FOREST HIGHLANDS
APARTMENTS

•
.

.

Alafaya 282-5657
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First annual President's council
i i Banquet revises IFC's constitution

l

•

:,I

by LESLIE ADAMS
Greek columnist

As the Greek community prepares to shut down for the summer,
an evaluation of the year's activities
was conducted at the First Annual
President's CouncilBanquet. Heading this evaluation was the review
ofthelnter-FraternityCouncil'sconstitution.
Last Wednesday night, members of the executive board of IFC
met with the presidents of UCF' s 13
fraternities at the UCF Holiday Inn
to discuss changes that should be
made to better the constitution that
governs fraternity activities. Suggested changes were presented by
the executive board and input from
the 13 presidents was sought.
Some of the changes were
quite elementary, such as the changing of the title "Greek Advisor" to
"Coordinator of Greek Affairs."
Others were rather involved.
For instance, the provisions
on voting privileges were changed
from allowing any representative of
a chapter to vote on an issue as
instructed by the chapter president
to permitting only the president, vice
president or an appointed delegate
to lace a vote for a fraternit .

Safety concerns lead to class cancellation
from POWER, page 1

:;~t..~~;

Whitehouse made the decision to close the campus following a series of power failures
throughout the morning.
"All together, 12 buildings
were without power, off and on
during the earlier part of the day,"
Whitehouse said.
Whitehouse said Florida
Power was on campus all morning trying to assess the situation
but they were unable to find the

Thischangewi11alleviateany
confusion or violation of voting
privileges during elections and/or
regular meetings where voting is
appropriate.
The reason for changing the
constitution is to institute consistency. During the last five years, the
practices ofIFC have not correlated
with the constitution, commented
John Stafford, President ofIFC. '1t' s
time to make the two correspond,"
he said.
In an effort to promote the
new laws and practices, a new logo
and quote were announced at the
meeting. The quote read: "Through
Cooperation We Shall Accomplish
Our Goals." The quote promotes
unity between the fraternities and
the council.
"We want to get rid of the bad
reputation of IFC," said External
Vice-President Steve Conti. "It
shouldn't be looked at as the police,
but more as a friend to help solve the
problems of the system."
. One suggested solution concerning external problems is the institution ofthe Provide-A-Rideprogram.
Provide-A-Ride is a van which will
travel to local bars picking tip people
who are unable to drive home safely.
All that is needed is a student ID.

problem.
"Our back-up generators run
like batteries and do not have the
capacity to power the university ,"
Whitehouse said.
News and radio stations
around town were notified of the
situation immediately in hopes of
saving students a trip to campus.
"The irony of the whole situation," Whitehouse said," is that
the electricity was up and running
an hour after we had made the
decision to close the campus."

Freedom's Frontline and the '96 Vote
Mandy Carter, April 11, 7:35 p.m., SAC
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by DORIS BLOODSWORTH

field of optics and laser research, and academic
and research programs recognized internationally.
''There are three places you can get a
comprehensive optics education in the United
States," Soileau said. "We are one of them."

As.st. news editor

The best kept secret in Central Flo1id~
may well be UCF's Center for Research and
Education in Optics and Lasers. But after
April II, CREOL should be a secret no more.
April 11 caps off a week of events
aimed at celebrating the grand opening of the
$9.7 million, 84,000 square-foot facility.
Charles Reed, chancci tor of the Board
of Regents, will attend the ribbon-cutting
ceremonies. Nobel Prize winners N.
Bloem bergen and A. M. Prokohorov will be
honored at a luncheon immediately following the official opening.
The announcement of a major endowment for student fellowships in the optical
sciences and a student-produced laser light
show are on the day's agenda, according to
information provided by the Office of Public
Affairs.
Dr. M. J. Soileau, CREOL director,
said his main priority after arriving at UCF
was recruiting talent. The result? Twentytwo faculty members who area virtual who's
who of the world's leading scientists in the

SPECIAL TO THE FUTURE

The $9.7 million, 84,000 CREOL build.ing is the site of dedication ceremonies
scheduled April 11. BOR Chancellor Charles Reed will attend the ribbon-cutting.
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College creates
special stress
by DALE WILLIAMS
Staff writer
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~ BECAUSE YOUR BRAIN DOESN'T HAVE WHEELS.

Finals, roommate problems,
break-ups, make-ups-not to mention finding a parking place! No
doubt about it, students at UCF
have their share of stress.
And with graduation right
around the comer, the .additional
stress oflooking for ajob is enough
to have many students hitting the
pa1,1ic button.
The UCF Wellness Center
and Student Health Services are
available if students feel they are in
serious trouble. Additionally, the
Wellness Center has a -brochure
available, "Stress in ·college:
Stretching the Rubber Band?"
which contains helpful hints.
THE SIGNS OF STRESS
The following symptoms
may indicate increased stress, according to the American College
Health Association:
•Problems eating or sleeping
•Increased use of alcohol or other
drugs
•Fatigue
•Procrastination
•Nightmares
•Overpowering urges to cry
•Physical symptoms-headaches,
backaches, stomachaches, diarrhea,
colds and infections
•Frequent accidents
To combat these symptoms,
students may need to see a physician. Here are some tips which
may also help.
SHORT-TERMWAYSTO
HANDLE STRESS
1. Relax where you are.
2. Take a break.
3. Ask yourself whether it's
worth being upset over the situation.
4. List all the things you
think you need to do right away.
6. Manage your time
7. Take care of your health
8. Take time for yourself
For more information, call
the Wellness Center, 823-5841.
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You Got a Diploma...
Now How Do You Get a Good Job?
Tom will then give you all the details necessary
to win the interview game. By showing you
what to say, how to act, and what approach to
take you'll be all but guaranteed of a job offer,
despite the competition. You ' ll know exactly
what to do. You'll also learn the only two
reasons people get hired.

You've spent years getting your degree. It's a
time of joy and excitement. And also some
anxiety. Because along with you, there are more
than one million students graduating from
college this year. And the truth is there aren ' t
enough jobs for everyone .
Not only do you have steep competition to find a
job from those coming into the work force with
you, but with another 500,000 people who are
laid-off each year. You' ll find the companies
you might want to. work for (like IBM, AT&T,
Apple, GTE and many others) are downsizing
employees. This leaves many qualified people
with no jobs, and creates a ferocious competition
for the few remaining good paying jobs.
A college degree is not enough to get you the
job you want. You need to be able to market
yourself above the competition. You must have
a resume that instantly sets you apart from the
countless others. You have to know every detail
of the dynamics of interviews - to be able to not
only come away with a job offer - but also with
the salary/benefit package you want.

They don ' t teach this in college courses. But
they should. Because knowing how to market
yourself is essential for getting a job these
days.
What you need is a career coach. Someone who
can tell you the most common job search
mistakes people make, and how to avoid them.
Someone who's helped other new grads shave
months off their job search. Someone who can
show you how to quickly easily get the job you
really want at the salary you want.
That man is Tom Welch, and he's been dubbed
America's Career Coach because he's helped
tens of thousands of people discover what they
were meant to do in life and then find the job
that fulfills their dreams.
The preeminent expert in the field of executive
recruitment, Tom has created The Career Cure
Kit: How to Discover, Find or Create Your
Perfect Job.

A Total Job Search Guide

•

With The Career Cure Kit you'll get six tapes
of Tom coaching you, a 66-page Study Guide
that complements the tapes, a Special Report to
show you if you should be your own boss, and
another Special Report on negotiating the best
possible salary/benefits package. You'll use
these resources to complete the process of
finding what's right for you - then actually
getting it.
You ' II begin the process by evaluating your
attributes. You'll discover what talents and skills
you most enjoy using. The more often you use
them - the happier you'll be.

•

..

Then you'll move on to determine what you are
meant to do. You' II do this by researching what
kind of job would best allow you to use the skills
you most enjoy. You'll learn to identify your
strengths by getting feedback from other people.
Before this part of the process is over - you' 11
begin to zero in on what you'd like to do.
In the next step you'll begin to talk to people
who are doing what you would like to do. By
getting feedback from them you'll begin to learn
what you need to do to reach your goal. You'll

Finally the process ends with Tom telling you
how to avoid the Rat Race so you're never
unemployed or dissatis fied with your career.
You'll learn how to create your own job security
You'll have all the motivation to put your action
plan to work, and if you followed all the steps, at
this stage you'll be experiencing positive results .

TOM WELCH
"I know what it takes to find a great
job. And I can help you do it!"
also learn how to network effectively, get
referrals, and positive advice.
The next phase of the process is critical. It
involves creating a winning belief system.
Without this, your goai is unreachable. The
tapes will give you the self-esteem necessary to
cross-transfer your skills to a career or job you
are interested in. You'll also learn how to
overcome the fear of change (one of the
inhibiting factors that prevents you from
progress).
In fact, you'll learn how to tum every inhibitor
to a motivator. How to tum your fears about
money and the unknown into an asset - through
four specific strategies.
Next you'll receive the keys to taking action.
You' ll begin to tum desire into action through
small incremental steps. As you finish this part
of the process you'll already know what you
want to do and you'll have the belief system to
do it. Tom will then give you the tools to
achieve your goal and attain your perfect job.
He'll start by telling you what common mistakes
people make when they are searching for a job,
and how to avoid them to help you reduce·
rejection, frustration, and fear in your job search.
He'll give you sales and marketing strategies to
help you outshine the competition. Tom will
then go specifically into the realities of resumes.
He'll help you design a resume that will
guarantee you interviews.
In the next part of the process you' II learn how
to market yourself better than the competition by
actually designing your own oersonal marketing
campaign. This will be just like the campaigns
you see regularly for Chrysler, Coke and Pepsi,
only it will be on a smaller scale - and the
product advertised will be j'.Q_!!.
Next you will learn something invaluable.
Something that will guarantee you a job offer
even if there is virtually no demand in your field.
You'IJ find out bow to have a job created for
you even when there are no positions
available. You'll also learn how to find the 70%
of jobs that are never advertised. The tapes will
teach you how to get to the decision makers in a
company, and how to get them to hire you
because of the value you can bring to their
organization.

You'll quickly begin to notice how by having a
job you love your whole life improves. More
importantly, you ' ll never divide your life into
work and play again - because your life will be
so integrated that you won't know where work
ends and play begins.

"!graduated in December with a Business
degree. The first six weeks of my job search
produced nothing Then, I found out about The
Career Cure. I changed my cover letter. I
rewrote my resume. I changed my whole
approach and started usingyour 'advice
method'. 'It worked! Within two weeks, I had
two offers. Today, March 4, I started my first
real job. Thank you.
-PS. I was able to negotiate for $3,000 more
than the initial offer. What an investmentyour
program turned out to be."
- Michael Ciferri

Once this self-improving process is over, two
information-packed Special Reports will resolve
two very important issues for you. With them
you will find out if )IOU are meant·to go into
business for yourself and be your own boss - and
if not - bow to get paid what you're worth and
get the best salary/benefit package.
As you can see, the solution to getting a job you
love right out of school is available. It's just a
matter of you taking the next step.
Order Information
Order directly from America's leading "How to"
expert in executive recruitment, without risk. [f
for any reason you are not pleased with your
purchase after having it for 30 days, simply
return the Kit for a prompt and courteous refund.
To order write the words "Career Cure Kit" and
send along with your name, address and a
check for $97 plus $6 for shipping and
handling to Gage Research, 7501 East
Treasure Drive, Lobby Suite, North Bay
Village, FL 33141. Or if you prefer calling in
your order and hold a major credit card, dial toll
free 800-432-4243 or 305-864-6658. You'll get
6 tapes of Tom Welch coaching you, the 66 page
Study Guide, and the two Special Reports. Plus,
· if your order is received within 10 days, you' II
get as a bonus "The 19 Characteristics Hiring
Managers Look For in New Grads". Call
Now.
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with their time than to sit down and
try to impose ignorant views on an

I don't drink holy water, I'm
not the son of Christ Iain 'tno black
Messiah, and 1 don't load my dice.
-Ozzie Osbourne, Ozzmosis
Over the past few months or
so, I've not noticed that The Future
has been diving deeper and deeper
inlo the quagmire of religion . With
the spotlight on Pete Maxwell, The
Future has been successful in provoking both Christian and Jewish
opinions, both thorough and both
finnly believing that their individual
views are the correct ones. These
small bouts are no different than
global feuds of religion that have
been shedding blood for thousands
of years. And it can all be blamed on
one book, a fifty cent novel called
the Bible. They've had their turn,
now it's my turn. Introducing a third
perspective. I'm not a catholic, nor
am I a Muslim. I'm an atheist.
Before I begin the discussion,
I will clear a few things up right
now. I an a self-declared atheist,
though I was born Jewish. I have
never attended a synagogue, nor
have I ever read the Bible, the Koran, or any other book of religion. I
don't believe in the afterlife and I
kneel before no God. I, like millions
of others, simply lead my life day to
day without a spiritual guiding.
I personally am tired of reading these "(your religion here) view"
articles printed by people who have
no grasp on reality. Atheists are
people who have better things to do

uninterested world. Atheists concern themselves with the now, not
with spending every waking minute
purifying themselves for some
imaginative afterlife in the kingdom
of heaven where visions of sugarplums dance in their head. I indulge
in the pleasures of life (greed, sex,
laziness) and am a better person for
it. Life is to be exploited. After all,
you only get one.
A few weeks ago, I was approached by a Bible preaching Baptist in my Tae-Kwon-Doe class.
After almost an hour of discussion,
we had not made any progress. He
must have called me a close-minded
heathen 40 times and not seen the
hypocrisy in his argument, a hypocrisy that exists in the argument of
any religious person. He said I would
be condemned to Hell for my d·isbelief and close mindedness. Now I
ask you, isn't it just as close-minded
for them not to accept my opinion as
it is for me not to accept theirs?
And whataboutthisTenCommandments business? I don't know
about you, but I lead my own life. I
don't need a couple of imaginary
stone tablets brought by a fictional
character to tell me not to steal, or
kill, or cheat on my wife. That's
what mothers are for. My parents
made very sure not to introduce
religion into mine or my brother's
life. I don't give a damn who you are
or what your beliefs are. Everyone
knows not to steal or kill. They teach
you that .in kindergarten. The only
thing is, the instructors won't molest the kids in kindergarten. I've
seen the movie, I know what the
Commandments are, and the fact is,
most of them are rules that everyone
abides by, not because a God says
so, but because that's the way we
are.
And what's the big deal about
this afterli~e crap? Work your ass
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off for 80 years and then die, only to
sprout wings and do all the things
you weren 'tallowed to do when you
were alive? Why didn't you do them
when you were alive, stupid? This
whole afterlife thing sounds like a
suckering pitch by a used car salesman. I can just hear Jesus on ·the
mount now, "Repent for your sins,
and for just twelve monthly payments of $185.95 ... "
Listen to me folks, there isn't
any God. Thereisn'tanyGod. There
isn't any happy afterlife on a cloud
in the sky ,just the same as there isn't
any fiery pit ofHell. CecilB. DeMille
underscored his film The Ten Commandments as the greatest story ever
told. He had it right. The Bible and
its contents is merely a story. It is
meant to be read and then put aside.
There is no reason to live in fear of
being punished after you are dead.
The way people drive around here,
I fear for my life more when I'm
crossing Alafaya than being struck
by a bolt of lightenfog.
-Ross Stein
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I couldn't haVe said it better myself
O I got these
online, and had to
share.
You might be a Republican if...
- You've named your kids "Deduction one" and "Deduction two"
- You've tried to argue that
poverty could be abolished ifpeople
were allowed to keep more of their
minimum wage.
- You've ever referred to someone as "my (insert racial or ethnic
minority here) friend"
- You've ever tried to prove
Jesus was a capitalist and opposed
to welfare.
- You're a pro-lifer, but support the death penalty.
- The only union you support is
the Baseball Players, because heck,
they're richer than you.
- You once broke loose at a
party and removed your neck tie.
- You call man rent-a-cops
'jack-booted thugs."
- You've ever referred to the
moral fiber of something.
- You've ever uttered the
phrase, ''Why don't we just bomb
the SOB's?"
- You've ever called a secretary or waitress "Tootsie."
- You answer to "The Man."
- You don't think "The
Simpsons" is all that funny, but you
watch it because that Flanders fel-

low makes a lot of sense.
- You fax the FBI a list of
"Commies in my Neighbol'.fiood."
- You don't let your kids watch
Sesame Street because .you accuse
Bert and Ernie of "sexual deviance."
---:-- You use any of these terms to
describe your wife: Old ball and
chain, little woman, old lady, tax
credit...
- You scream "Dit-dit-ditto"
while making love.
- When people say "Marx,"
you think "Groucho."
-You'veeveryelled, "Hey hippie, get a haircut."
- You think Birkenstock was
that radical rock concert in 1969.
- You argue that you need 300
handguns, in case a bear ever attacks your home.
- Vietnam makes a lot of sense
to you.
·- You point to Hootie and the
Blowfish as evidence or the end of
racism in America.
- You've ever said civil liberties, schmivil schmiberties.
- You've ever said "Clean air?
Looks clean to me."

- You spent MLK Day reading
"The Ben Curve."
- You've ever caned education
a luxury.
- You look down through a
glass ceiling and chuckle.
- You wonder if donations to
the Pentagon are tax-deductable.
- You came of age in the '60s
and don'l remember Bob Dylan.
- Yourcarhasan "Ollie North:
American Hero" sticker.
- You're afraid of "the liberal
media."
- You ever based an argument
on the phrase, "Well, tradition dictates .... "
- You've ever called the National Endowment for the Arts a
_bunch of pornographers.
- You think all artists are gay.
- You ever told a child that
Oscar the Grouch "lives in a trash
can because he is lazy and doesn't
want to contribute to society.';
- You· ve ever urged someone
to pull themselves up by their bootstraps, when they don't have shoes.
-You 'confuse Lenin with
Lennon.

I am glad that the "Student
Government" has been suspended.
Frankly, I would like to see it
permanently disbanded so badly
needed funds could be used to

benefit the entire University instead of the exclusive, expensive
social club a "Student Government" will always be.
I think that the majority of
the student body agrees with me.
80 percent of the students here
think the idea of "Student Government" is so lame that they do not
vote. Contrary to what the socialites in "Student Government"
think, it's not apathy that causes
people not to vote, but opposition.
Due to the overwhelming opposition of the student body to "Student Government", a winning
ticket is voted in by somewhere
around I 0% of the student body.

Therefore, the "Student Government" does not represent the student body. I propose an immediate
campus-wide referendum on
whether or not there ought to be a
"Student Government" with an abstention counting as a "NO". I am
confident that this kind of referendum would show clearly how few of
the students benefit from or want a
"Student Government".
In this time of shrinking budgets, can we really afford such an
expensive social club? Let the majority rule and eliminate the waste.
Sean Ross
A Graduate student in Electrical Engineering
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Seeking entry-level, part-time
"Make $500/Day. Work at home
DISCOUNT CD ROM SOFIMale escort servicefor Women
computer programmer. Strong
jobs available. No Experience
WARE-- SHIP DIRECT TO
Only Call for details Jaime or Jay
DOS knowledge a must. Turbo
required. Free info. Rush SASE
STUDENTS- LOWEST PRICE.
384-9661
The Beta Psi Pledge class extends
Pascal preferred, but C or other
Sheri Martin 3001 W. Bancroft
ALL BRANDS & TITLES.
a Huge Thanks to the Brothers of equivalent language is acceptable.
Toledo, OH 43606"
RESUME PROGRAMS, STANSPERM DONORS ages 20-34
Delta Sigma Pi for such a memoExperience with Lantastic a big 1---------------1 DARDIZED TESTS, FC~REIGN
excel. health over 5'7" good
4-H Summer camp-aquatics,
LANGUAGE.AND MATH
rable Semester. All the Brothers plus. Flexible hours, will adjust for
family
history, ext. screening/
are invited on a canoe trip-more
college schedule.
recreation, enviornmental
TUTORIALS-GAMES, &
bloodwork
req'd. Serious inq .
details in Newsletter. We love our
.Call 896-1450.
education, positions available. At
MUCH MORE: IBM 7 MAC
only
Call
Pat
8:30-10:30 am MBig Bro's-See you at initiation four Florida facilities. EmployCOMPATIBLE. LOCAL
F
834-8333
PARKS
HIRINGment
starts
May
27
Call
(904)
ORLANDO
DIST.
MVP
MULTINATIONAL
Beta Psi
Positions are now available at
846-0996 For information
MEDIA · CALL TODAY 407National Parks, Forests & Wildlifet--------------1
384-CL-MVP
Preserves. Excellent benefits+
Free T-Shirt + $1000
100 POSITIONS AVAILABLE
Credit
Card fund-raisers for
· bonuses! Call 1-206-971-3620
Red
Dodge
Daytona
88
well
kept
During-the month of April we
fraternities,
sororities & groups.
ext.N54181
ac cruise auto $2000 obo
Campus Action for Animals
will be hiring 115 phone reps for
·
Any
campus
organization can
380-6000
meeting. Every Monday 3:30 - 4:30 Childcare needed in my home,
our UCF/Research Park facility.
raise
up
to
$1000
by earning a
p.m. in S.C., room 211
For your hard work and winning
Aloma/Semoron area, 6 yr. old
Toyota Celica '82 ST 5 spd A/C
whopping
$5.00NISA
attitude, we offer:
boy 3 Weekday. ~venings from
White AM/FM one owner 365·application.Call 1-800-932-0528'
*7.00 hr base salary
5:30-9:30pm every other Fri.-Sat
6110
ext. 65. Qualified callers receive a
* Monthly bonus
night. Must have dependable auto
1------------~
FREE T-SHIRT
White wrap arourtd couch
*Paid training
w/ins. Pay negotiable- Call 843Sherwood Forest imed occ. 3/2 212
modem $100 Twin Beds, White
*Retention Bonus
9900w 679-971 Oh Karen
dmv prop 657-1967 1 800 929rounded formica hard boards
*Referral bonus
VALET PARKING POSITIONS
4403·
c;ontemp. w box mattresses $150
*Benefits
AVAILABLE
both Coffee table with glass top
*Opportunities to advance
Tired of renting? For the same cost must have clean driving record
$50 Ceiling fan 52" w/light $15
* Free Cellular Phones*
y~u could own a condo. 2 bed/1 I/
great personality & customer
Microwave
earl
oak
$45
2
Unlimited
airtime I st and 13th
We
are
looking
for
energetic
2 bath, new carpet& pair.t, includes
service oriented
oriental
lamps
$10
ea
Call
671month
with
AT&T
digital Service.
individuals
who
enjoy
sales
apd
kitchen appliances, washer/dryer.
Call Guest services management
4911
Mick
Pagers
starting
at
$19.95,
Monthl.\·
are
career
minded.
Candidates
just 5 miles from UCF $39,900 481-0513 or 222-9475 Must be 21
svc.
as
low
as
$6.95
Call830-8339
must
poss~ss excellent communi. 539-2431
and up
for info
cation skills, computer experience
Fox Hunt Lanes huge 2br/2 ba
and
the
desire
to
succeed
..
Call
PROGRAMMER-Career
townhouse for rent $515 WID incl., opportunity. Ful1 or Part-time. Cl
Amy today for an immediate
FREE
. walk to UCF
KCO Inc. Typing/$1.50/678-6735
interview!
Prepaid calling cards $.19 per/
C++, Win SDK, OLE 2.0, GUI,
Call 273-2470
min, 24 hrs/day, 365 days. All
Req'd DB, Network, Graphics
MONEY FOR COLLEGE!!!!
NORRELL SERVICES
50 states + Puerto Rico. Ca]]
exp. preferred Send resume·
APT for rent, huge 2 br 2 ba, walk t
Hundreds & thousands of granys
384-8549
273-0780 for more info.
AXXIS Corp. 1255 Belle Ave.
UCF, Quiet, $425 mo, 349-2723
101, Winter Spgs, FL 32708 1----------------i available to all students. Immediate 1-------------1
College Employment Newsletter qualification. Call 1800-585-8AID
Looking for Dates
-,;Career Search Guide" advice,
never t0 be repaid
4-H Summer camp-Aquatics,
·
tips,
inform~tion
to
get
the
job!
Make one in your own area
recreation, environmental
Send: Check/MO for $13.95 for (6 THE MARIJUANA CONNECtoday. Thousands of ladies &
education, positions available at
Ma1e rooma te wan ten to share 212
issues) 11875 High Tech Ave., Ste
men of a]] lifestyles waiting
TION
condo imed $250 + 112 util. No
four Florida facilities. Employ250, Orlando, i:"L 32817
to hear from you.
INFOLINE 1-900-370-HEMP
ment starts May 27 Call (904)
Drugs Student/ professional
846-0996 for information.
1-900-835-2756 ext 18
$2.99/min. 18+ TT Outlink
preferred Alternative OK On Econ 1------------24 hours/$2.49 per min
8019436135
380-3888
Interested in TV Acting or
Modeling?
CD tower brand new black acry lie
Class of '76 alum Lisa Maile can
finish metallic tower; holds 68
help you get started!
CDs. $50.00 249-8075
Nanny - To watch two girls in our Ages 4 and up : $25 off with this
On the Hottest Dateline!!
85 Toyota Corolla 5d, Le, auto
ad- call Lisa Maile .,
Christian home. Can accomodate
sunroof, I owner - well main1-900-990-3737 Ext.4309
Image,Modeling, & Acting in
nite classes. Pls call Jen at 858tained runs great. Ask $1800.
$2.99 per min. Must be 18 yrs.
·Winter Park (407) 628-5989.
9766. Conway area
895-1678
Kudos to LM grads Jen Alvarez,
Ser-U (619) 645-8483
Miss Orlando & Becky Dedo,
We Need Help Now!
Listen to single guys and gals looking to I]leet
'86 Toyota Tercel 2 dr 4spd ale
Miss UCF
No Experience Needed.
looks & runs great $1400 673someone like
1,000-3,000 per month now being
1457
$1750 weekly possible, mailing
made by our dealers for Personal
our circulars. For info call 3m'Success--The Newsletter. Easy,
306- l 207
fun, home-based. Don't miss this
opportunity! Details: PGM Inc.
JOBS JOBS JOBS JOBS
894-0318
Looking for quality inspectors,
• Beepers from $3 9.95
MIG & TIG welders, electronic
HELP WANTED!
tecnicians and forklift drivers.
• service from $5. 95 /month
Individuals to work.at residential
Career opportunities available Call
summer camp for physica11y
wl student l.D.
843-8118 immediately
disabled adults & children-co-ed
Talk to over 30,000 students
residential salary plus Rm & B.
11913 E. Colonial 6614 OldWinter Garden Rd. 3817 Lake Emma Rd
and ADVERTISE in the
Camp Challenge (352) 383-4711
Orlando, FL 32826
Orlando, FL 32835
Lake Mary, FL 32746

Greek Corner

Club Info

For Rent

Other

Services

Roommates

For Sale

FIND YOUR DREAM DA E
NOW!!

Help Wanted

YOU!!

~~&!!J~
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Cellular & Paging sales ft/pt, very .
flexible schedule. Call Steve 1
Craig at 830-8339
'
CRUISE SHIPS HIRING-Barri up
to$2,ooo+/month. World travel.
Seasonal & full-time positions. No
exp. necessary. For info call 1-206971-3550 ext. C54185
Earn cash stuffing envelopes. Send
SASE to PO Box 774, Olathe, KS
66051

Cenh·al Florida Future

(407) 381-1199

296-4597

333-7971

679-5144
Complete line
of Fresh: Silks,

Plants,

679-6787
15% Discount to
all students &

F.l~~~~~.U. ,()-..}}.~~t: with l.D.
.. ...·.. ·~·. ....... .
•"

, .-- CASCADES
F~ll $e~ice
3,

(.A

Florist

All IDaJOr' Credit Cards excepted 'Wkxzi

Wire service to ALL parts of the country
Software Programmer, data base
expert. MAC preferred, PC
possible,to help design challenging program. Steve 895-0800

75 years combined design experience
10069 University Blvd.• Orlando, FL 32817
(on the corner of Dean & University, in the Publix shopping plaza)
wire service exludes discount
del!verv service exludes discount

PRESENTS ...
·~ professional
fraternal
association of
~-=~!Iii student members
who desire careers
in the field of
criminal justice"

CRIMINAL

::"'Ill...--

JUSTICE

CAREER
- EXPO
PARTIAL ATTENDEE LIST

15, 1996
+ 10:00 AM - 2:00 PM
• APRIL

Brevard Police Testing & Certification
Cer:iter for Drug Free Living
Cocoa Police Department
CriminaLJustice Master's Program
Florida Department of Corrections
Florida Game & Freshwater Fish Comm.
Florida Highway Patrol
Florida Marine Patrol
Ft. Pierce Police Department
New Symma Police Department
Orange County Consumer Fraud Unit
Orange County Sheriff's Department
Palm Bay Police DepartmentPinkerton Security & Investigations
Port Orange Police Department
St. Cloud Police Department
St. Petersburg Police Department
St. Lucie County Sheriff's Office
Stuart Police Department
Tavares Police Department
United States Army
United States Customs Service
. United States District Court Probation Office
United States Federal Bureau of Investigation
United States Marshals Service
United States Postal Inspection ·service
University of Central Florida Police Dept.
Value Pawn & Jewelry
The Wackenhut Corporation

...

·• ·..

• STUDENT CENTER AUDITORIUM
INFORMATION: ( 407)426-1184
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Album review
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Genesis is o h tuse
I3y 13ERNJ\DF,TTE CROTTY
Special Writer

If )'OU arP in Lo Grrwsis at all you will sur<'ly rnjoy
Lhl'ir laLt'SL rt'lc·as<', "/\. Trick of Uu• Tail." Th<'
album is consisLanL Ge1wsis from covPr design Lo
Jahr.I ~ltw.
Lyric lly tlwy sc<'m obLusc, but upon inspection
(which is nC'<..'!'ssary with all• Gc'1wsis ll'leasPs), Uwy
display a creativity LhaL soars abow all norms.
Some wNP cont:NnPd the group would fall from
its presPnt zenith in popularity with Uw departure
of lead singer Peter GabriC'I. Not so. JndePd, as 01w
Gt•nesis follower said, "This album prows that
Gabriel wasn 'L tlwir only sourcl' of gr<'al1wss."
Soft, f'lowing, well-nwshcd craftsmanship
keynotes the entire album. The group's
instrumentation .crcaLcs an airy atmosphere from
nowing walls of sound to beautiful melodic
passage's.
lksL cuts? WPII that is clifficulL to say bcGlllSl' tlw
morP you listen ll1e more you like. "l\Jad Man
Moon" (wrilLcn by Tony Banks) rates high.
"Ripples," a Mike Rutherford and Tony Banks
composi Lion, takes second by just a shade. SpC>ed it
up and add a dash or Gent>sis magic power and you
viill have "Dance on a Volcano."
'
<ir.nesis' expertise is commanded by Tony Banks
on the keyboarcis and synthesizers, Steve Hackett

ACADEMIC

IT"i'l~

PROGR .'-.M

l·

I~.(./. I I(/,, ;,-;,/

·~
on the lead and 12 string quitars, Phil Lollins on
rums and lead vocals and Mike Rutherford on lhe~
12 string guitar and bass.
.~1
My advice to Genesis followers and music ~
IovPrs-listen to Ge1wsis in your personal set of hrad~
phones; buy "/\ Trick of Lhe Tail."
·~

thi1

HOW TO CHOOSE
A MAJOR

A Complete Exam & Xrays

Undecided Major?
Changing Major')

0110 (INITIAL)

FOR $9!

Leam 1he sleps an.d e.ue/lfial
ingredients for choos111g a major

from

011r

academic nd1·isors ....

(A $65 value)

o Programs Schedukd !\\"ice
\\eekJy
o Next scheduled Programs·
Apnl J 5, 4;.00-5 .00pm
April 18. J 2.00 -J.OOpm
Phillips Hall Room '.!06

Cur:rent UCF ID required
Take advantage of excellent dental care al
very comfortable prices. Just bring this
certificate with you on your first visit.
See you then! Offer expires 4/31 /96

UCF TEAM DENTIST

o No sign-up or i c~i~tratum
rcqu11cd
Academic Dc,·dopmcnt & Retention
Er,.ollmcnt & .'\cad..:mic Sen ice

Welcome to East Orlando Dental.
I'd like you to come in :lnd get
:1cquaintL·d \\·itli your Ill'\\' dl'ntist mu/
save :1 few dolbr:;.

0274 (4 BITEWINGS)

I

I

George Yarko, D.D.S.

East Orlando

!?i;§ ~,!~~~ Mom~•

Amencan Dental Assoc1alion. Academy of
General Dentistry Academy for Sports Den11s1ry, Florida
Dcmlal Assoc1ahon, Cenlral 01stncl Dental Association.
Greater Orlando Dental Society; Extensive experience and
postgraduate training in TMJ

11780 E. Colonial Drive
P"''"'

"''!"""'""

At the corner of Hwy. 50 and Alafaya Dr.

h "our oth.1' p.~~· llut lh<
and JA) OlllCI J>'l""l
lor pa~tn.'111 lt..' the nfhl to rcfll't IO 1'1Y· c;i11c:d p;iymeni. or he inmbur.tJ for p;l)mcnl for my Cll!ict 1t111r:t. currJOJllUll.
or tmllm<lll "'hic!i "DCt11l!TllL'll :r. a fNllt of anJ 1'1th1n 7! houl\ ol R:\llOllJJn~ ~>tilt' Jd\enhnn.-nl for the frtt. Jr.cliunlol fcr.orrahred ftt ..m1C"<. cumin:ltdl.or ur-.
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OS.!frs revamped '2 Gents'stylish but mixed success
by LAURA BUNDY
Theater critic

~

..

(.'.,

.. ::::..-

.

Like the faction that swears Shakespeare should be treated as literature
rather than drama, there are also the die-hard period puritans that find any
resetting of the Bard's works artistically objectionable.
Last year, the Orlando-UCF Shakespeare Festival provided an outstanding argument to that school of thought with its beautiful and intelligent
production of The Taming of the Shrew, set in tum-of-the-century New Orleans. The brainchild of OSF artistic director, Jim Heisinger, the resetting
of Shrew helped to clarify sections of the Elizabethan text (which can seem
muddy to modem ears), as well as sensitively illuminate the prick1y, but
ultimately very loving, romance between Petruchio and Kate (too often
· dismissed as politically incorrect or offensive.)
OSF's current production of the early Shakespeare comedy Twp
Gentlemen ofVeronaho~to achieve the same kind ofartistic success, again
under Helsinger's direction. Set in a day-glo 1959 sitcom world, the
production is all leather jackets, sorority girls and puppy love.
According to program notes, Hel~inger was seeking "a time period
that was as young and innocent as the play." Additionally, in a Future
interview last year, Helsingerexplained the' 50sera,reminiscentofTheAndy
Griffith Show, would create more sympathy for the impulsive actions of the
play's young lovers, especially Proteus, who betrays his best friend and
- girlfriend. The new setting of Two Gents also moves toward what may be a
more acces8ible form of Shakespeare. hnagining Shakespeare as men in
doublets talking to skulls, reluctant theater-goers may be more intrigued by
. a production that has more in common with Grease than with Hamlet.
That fact, however, doesn 'talways work in favorofTwo Gents, which
is unfortunate because the production is approached with such detail, humor
and enthusiasin. J]ie '50s motif is found in every aspect of the show: the
inventive and functional set, the light-hearted costumes, the music (perhaps
no Shakespearean song can be as enjoyable as this version of "Who is
Sylvia?"), even the pre-show entertainment. In fact, the pre-curtain antics are
someofthebestinTwoGen!S,notsimplybecausetheyaresowell-performed
(four stars_to Jay T. Becker), but because, unlike so much of the show's doowop atmosphere, they don't distract from the language of the play- which
is, always and forever, themostirnportantreason toseeandloveShakespeare.
For example, early in the show, Julia is discussing the pros and cons
of potential boyfriends with her maid, in her pink room full of records and
stuffed animals. Although girls throughout time have no doubt wanted
romantic advice, it seems terribly odd to listen to the maid discuss the virtues
ofone "knight," while on the wall hangs an Elvis poster and a ''Verona High"
pennant Suddenly, Shakespeare's words feel out of place in his own play.
Some of the show's antics assist in the telling of the story, such as the
u5e of the disc-jockey character to narrate changes oflocale _within the play.
Others, like the spit-handshake sealing Proteus and Julia's faithfulness,
highlight the characters' youth. However, for too much of the play, these
additions- such as references to local personalities or corporations-seem
gimmicky ratherthan relevant, and audience members are faced with the fact
that what they see and what they hear cannot seem to agree, a problem that
never plagued the twentieth-century Shrew.
One thing the production makes clear is that a Shakespearean clown
is funny in any era; it is oµr great luck that this show foatures two of them.
Servants to Valentine and Proteus, Speed (Tom Paitson Kelly) is a smartalecksodajerkandLaunce(MarkBrown)isagasstationattendantforwhom
nothing goes quite right. Kelly and Brown display excellent comedic timing
and classic voice characterization-especially Kelly, whose vocal sty lings
will remind you of wise-cracking Nathan Lane. Launce's monologues with
Crab are enough to send an audience into tears oflaughter. Making the most
of their hysterical lines (and adding a few zingers of their own), the two have
as much fun cracking up each other as they do the audience.
The leads also excel. Eric Hissom and Mark Rector, as Proteus and
Valentine, respectively, give energetic performances, full of physical comedy that, although sometimes distractjng, is both studied and carefree. Kelly
(;;ollins Lintz is delightful as Sylvia; in her hands, the mannerly sophisticate
i$hlsodown-to-earth,sincere,andfunny.RichardWidthisperfectlypolished
andspoiledasThurio,awell-tannedbrainlessKendollwithhiseyeonSylvia.
\ The highest marks must go to Suzanne O'Donnell, an OSF veteran
whose artistic triumphs include last season's Emilia (Othello) and Kate
(Shrew.) Her Julia is the most real character in the show, offering frustrated,
heartfelt, touching monologues in the second act. O'Donnell brings a
youthfulness to her character without resorting to cartoon simplicity, and her
scenes with Lintz's Sylvia exhibit great "gal pals" chemistry.
Everything about this production of Two Gents is done with utmost
professionalism and attention to detail, creating a completely whimsical (if
busy) world for the show. Yet the problem is this: no matter how young the
playwright at the time, no matter how innocent and youthful the themes,
Shakespeare's works are all better than Father Knows Best, and to treat Two
Gents like a sitcom is reductive. There are, however, far greater theatrical
wrongs than to be reductive, and Two Gents is certainly an impressively
mounted production as well~ a lot of fun. Be sure to come early to catch the
pre-show, and you' 11 be more comfortable if you bring a blanket or pillow.
The Orlando-UCF Shakespeare Festival's Two Gentlemen of
Verona, inrepertory with Julius Caesar, plays through May 5 atthe Walt
Disney Amphitheater in Lake Eola Park. For tickets and dates, call 8419787 or any Ticketmaster outlet.
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.MOVIE GUIDE

"Shoot & Win"
Contest
on The Green
from 1-lprn

'

Regal UC7 Cinema
(277-1454)
GC at Colonial Promenade
.;"
(898-7707)
GC at Fashion Square
(896-2571)
AMC Fashion Village 8
(896-7688)
University 8 (657-1661)
:
Enzian Theater (644-4662)
\
Park 11 Theatres (644-6000)
'\:.
- Opening This Week:
':. James and the Giant Peach,
· :. · Fear,Once Upon a Time •••
·. \,. When We Were Colored, ./ . ,.

Players can win ·official
.
.
movie, pnzes

•

Opens April 19
Damon Wayans Daniel Stern

AND Dan
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The. fruth about Cats and.!Jo6s
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If yau can't heat 'em,
- steal him.
SIGNE
PHILAOElPJ.11~

OAILY NEWS

Phdadelphld
USA

I

9th Annual SWAT -SK Run & Walli
at Greeli Parli
Hosted by DELTA DELTA DELTA

want a pair of tickets
to the AMPS/Foo Fighters SllOW
at the Edge on April 13th?'.J?
-

stop by Peaches on Colonial Drive
and register to win~

••

know what city the AMPS are from?
if so write that city in the appropriate
blank and be ptaced in a separate
drawing to win a Marshall mini amp
and an AMPS ''Pacer11 cd'

BREA,K IS OVER
Fr!!1af;,j\P~~ 12, -96

FREE:

6:09pmS~a~-. -.,_
Free for studentS .
$4 Pre-registratioiiF&S
$5 Day of ra~e fo~ F&S
*Music · ·
, Spirit Awards and Pizza Party at l{elsey's ·
to Teams with Highe.s t Participation

for information or appointment CALL 841-2151
SERA-TEC BIOLOGICALS
1122 W. Church St., Orlando
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..:
Foo F1ghters
at The Edge

Tori Amos
at the UCF Arena
£dd1e Money
at Sunset Strip
Ottmar Liebert
at £mbd$sy

erts
~r7$

Bad Religion
GumWrapper Curb
at The Mm
Michelle Shocked.

w/ Oancehall Crashers

at The £dge

Nocturne
at Yab Yum
Ot\s Rush
at Tinker Field
Little Reiolver
at The Mm

at The Junkyard
Surfer "XL boy" Dave
somewhere in Fem Park
Olmension Olver
at FBI

Teron Anchor
at FBI
Prod\gal Sun/ Jarr
at Sloppy J~e's
John Babcock
at The Mm
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'Those Darn Impulse Buyers'

16

An Extremely Tiny Novel
hy David Swarlz Jr.

"Is your mailbox rusting? Does your little red mailbox flag not stand quite as proudly as it once did? Do mischievous vandals tonnent you by taking their frustrations out
on your mailbox? If you answered YES to any of these questions it's time to stop by Big Ed's Mailbox Emporium. Yes, Big Ed's Mailboi Emporium (previously known as Obese
Ed's Mailbox Emporium before Weight Watchers helped out) has been devoted to your mailbox needs since 1989 (when we were simply known as Chubby Ed's Mailbox Place
before that nasty law-suit declared that we could no longer call ourselves Mailboxes, etc.). In any case, Big Ed's has the mailbox for you. And for the serious mailbox buyer, join
our mailbox club. Buy ten mailboxes and get the next one for half price! Stop by our store today (unless today is Sunday, in which case stop by our store tomorrow, except for
when it's Saturday). We're closed Sundays. Bye."
"Go~, I hate cheap radio commercials," Steve munnured to himself as he drove home after work.
Wait a second, he thought. Sure I bought a mailbox just last month, but who's to say that one will last? Did I buy a quality mailbox? It's a Ronco Mailbox/Fettucini
maker. What if it breaks? What will I do then? I should have a few backup mailboxes just in case. I should go to Big Ed's.
"I NEED A MAILBOX!!!" Steve screamed at the top of his lungs.
He slammed on the brakes and made a quick U-turn. He sped through town and weaved in and out of traffic.
"Move it! I'm buying a mailbox!" he shouted at cars he passed.
Finally he arrived at his destination. It was greater than anything he could possibly imagine. It was better than Disney World. The monstrosity of a building was shaped
like a mailbox. A huge, glorious mailbox. He was awestruck at the fascinating sight. He went inside.
People with shopping carts overflowing with mailboxes passed him in the isle. A store employee greeted him.
"Hi sir, can I help you with something?" the employee asked.
'Tm looking for a mailbox or two, but I'm not sure what kind," Steve said.
"Oh, well that's perfectly natural for a novice mailbox buyer. The mailbox tour will begin in three minutes if you care to join," he suggested.
Steve decided to take the mailbox tour to familiarize himself with the technological advances in the field of mailboxology.
"Good evening and welcome to Big Ed's Mailbox Emporium," the tour guide said.
The guide spoke of intriguing mailbox lore and folktales. The large mailbox tram rode through Mailbox Land where hundreds of robotic dolls sang "It's a Big Ed World
After Al1." Finally, the tour ended with an exciting overview of the Big Ed's favorite mailboxes.
Steve saw life-sire mailboxes of Dick Clark that operated like PEZ dispensers which were sure to give any tracheotomy patient the creeps. He saw mailboxes with gun
cabinets for the disgruntled postal worker to keep his favorite weapon. He even saw mailboxes that gave the correct time and temperature when opened.
After the tour concluded, Steve purused the store.
"Wow! Big Ed action figures!" he shouted with delight. Steve pushed a couple of kids away from the· shelf. "Cool! The whole collection! There's Big Ed on horseback!
There he is in his clown costume next to P.T. Barnum's old mailbox! One day I'll have the entire set."
Steve turned around.
"Oh my God! It's Big Ed! It's really him!" he shouted. "You're my- You're my hero, sir," Steve began to hyper-ventilate.
Big Ed had that effect on most people. After all, he was a God in the world of mailboxes. People loved him. He had mailbox groupies.
"I can't believe it's really- really you!" Steve's face became red. He collapsed.
Big Ed whipped out his i;nailbox shaped walkie-talkie.
"Send out the paramedics immediately," Big Ed commanded.
"Good thing we've got mailbox police and paramedics on hand around the clock," Big Ed said to the nervous onlookers.
The mailbox first-aid station nursed Steve back to health and he was able to go home the next day. As usual, he listened to the radio on his long drive home.
"Does your coffee maker make good- I mean really good - coffee? Does your coffee maker come with a ten year warranty? At Don's Coffee Maker Warehouse we take
the guesswork out of buying coffee makers."
What if I bought the wrong coffee maker for my coffee-making needs? Steve thought.
"I'VE GOT TO BUY SOME MORE COFFEE MAKERS!"
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Sr. Drum & Bugle Corps of Orlando, FL.
is recruiting members for the Guard, Hom and
Drum Lines.
No Experience Needed!
Phone (407) 896-8359 or (904) 383-3165
for more information

JOIN TEAM
ARMELLINI!
Armellini Industries, a leader in the floral transportation industry, is seeking qualified cand_idates for the
position of programmer.

®

Remuranf and Bar

Candidates will have the opportunity to work in
both mainframe and client/server environments.
Required is a bachelors degree in Information Systems, Computer Science or Engineering along with
strong oral and written communication skills.
Armellini offers competitive salaries and comprehensive benefits package including medical, dental,
vision, 401 (k) and profit sharing.
"~M-9,r~---

~21~ARMELLINI
. .-9~'\
Please send resume to:

Stan Oien
Manager of Applications Development
Armellini Express Lines
P.O. Box678
Palm City, FL 34991
Our concern is for the health and safety of our employees,
therefore, we provide a smoke free environment and preemployment drug testing. An equal opportunity employer.

LAKE BUENA VISTA LOCATION ONLY
NOW ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS FOR THE
FOLLOWING FULL AND PART TIME
POSITIONS:

-WAIT STAFF -HOSTESSES
-BUS STAFF
-EXPERIENCED COOKS
APPLY IN PERSON MONDAY THROUGH
THURSDAY llAM - SPM.
1-4 Exit 27, Crossroads of Lake Buena Vista
"At the entrance to Walt Disney World Village"
(407)827-1257
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Score-Yourself ASummer Job ,
,.

MAGIClOllM
Soft Easy Favorites

t!/!'i1

CENTRAL FLORIDA INVESTMENTS, INC.

~£~f2~§!H
Valencia Community College

Celestial Clubs

Q

Sea\\Orld®

EMERCADO ·

NIGHT AND DAY, ORLANDO'S LIVELIEST SHOPPING

oriando, Florida
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I Toni Kukoc's 5-of-7 three-point performance did in the Magic

Tony~

~Mejia~
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The playoffs are coming! crew to welcome Orlando 's giant
The playoffs are coming! In upon his arrival from the airport.
Michael Jordan' s fi rst full season · The only thing they didn' t show
back, Chicago has dominated the the viewing public was the "DieNBA and appears ready to make sel" putting on his clothes. What a
history as the first since 70-game surpri se! You mean he is goin g to
winner in league history. While pl ay? What a bunch of Bull , parmany have just about granted the don the pun. Shaq was probably
Bulls this season's championship, waiting in the NBC van along with
it seems there are a few teams who the rest of the crew-just waiting
have a say in the matter. With the · for the perfect time for his draBulls getting all the attention in matically stupid entrance. Regard'96, the pretty boys from Orlando less, the Magic could not upstage
have found it tough living outside Chicago, who prevailed 90-86. I
of the spotlight, therefore they took guess NBC doesn't think they have
matters into their own hands and enough interested viewers come
forced themselves right back into playoff time and resorted to that
it.
little stunt.
Controversy has seeped into
All NBC has to do is get
the puzzle of the league's most their bone-headed insider Peter
talented young team. First, An- Vescey to illustrate the fact that if
thony Bowie goes out and gets a theBullsstumble, anyone can win.
man-made triple-double, much to And I do mean anyone. Check
the chagrin of Detroit coach Doug this scenario out. You've got
Collins and other NBA observers. Houston, the defending chamAfter the smoke cleared, Penny pion who everyone has written
Hardaway gets thrown out of the off (doesn't that sound familballgame for cursing out a referee. iar?). The only reason they are
He then blasts most of the media on a tail spin is because they've
for getting on hi.s case, claiming been forced to start guys like
that he's human and they should Kendrick Moore and Sam Mack
understand his predicament. "Be- due to injuries . Then you've got
sides, do you know how many perennial superpowers like Sangames I've won for this team this Antonio, Utah, Seattle, Los Anyear?" Penny asked as if he al- geles and Phoenix, who can still
ready knew the answer. Gee, I push teams around. The East isn't
think he's been listening to his as cluttered, but Orlando, Indialter ego Lil' Penny a little too ana and New York are all strong.
much lately.
Also Detroit and Miami are lookIn the latest little Magic pub- ing to disrupt the balance of ·.
licity stunt Shaquille O'Neal ar- power.
These NBA playoffs could
rived late for NBC's game of the
year coverage of the Bulls-Magic be the most exciting ever, as we
matchup. NBC conveniently blows reach a new dawn in the league.
the whole issue up in the pregame, In upcoming columns, we'll disstates that he's not going to play, c..1.1ss the golden era of basketball
and then has their entire camera - this one.

from MAGIC, page 16

"The last three games he has
been the main thorn in our side,"
said guard Brian Shaw. "We know
that Jordan and Pippen can beat us,
and by now we should know that
Kukoc can beat us, too."
It doesn't matter why or by
whom the Magic were beaten. All
that matters is how it will affect
them as they get ready to head into

the game at 86-86 with a fallaway
jumper. Next it was just Michael
being Michael with his patented
leaning shot, putting the Bulls up for
good 88-86.
"We'll look back at this and
see a successful way of beating this
team," Jordan said. "Right now we
feel confident no matter where we're
playing."
While Jordan's 17 first-half
points certainly helped, it was Toni
Kukoc - the Croatian Crusher once again doing in the Magic. He
pushed the lead to seven by the
second quarter with back-to-back
three-pointers and finished with 20
points after a 5-for-8 performance
from three-point Jar.d .
'The guy who hurt us again
was Toni Kukoc," said a baffled
Anfemee Hardaway, who finished
with 25 points and six assists. "It's
like we try to stay back a little to
keep him driving to the basket, but
that's when he pulls up and drains
the three."

the playoffs, especially when the
Eastern Conference Finals could and
probably will feature these same
two teams.
"I just call this a period of
adjustment," said forward Horace
Grant.
Adjustment begins with communication.
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Old friends used Sunday's game to catch up on old times.
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NICKS.
No soap and water shave helps
protect against nicks and dryness
like Skintimate®Shave Gel.
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Bulls' forward Scottie Pippen gets way above the rim.

SKINTIMATE ® SHAVE GEL
Could your legs be d little softer ?1"
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Even Superman can't save Magic
by JASON SWANCEY
Sports editor

Despite Shaquille O'Neal's
dramatic entrance in Sunday's game
against the Chicago Bulls (66-8),
the Magic (55-20) simply couldn't
hang. Led by their own version of
Superman-Michael Jordan-the

Bulls put away the Magic 90-86,
taking 3-of-4 from the Atlantic Division champions this season and
also making it three home losses in
Orlando's last four contests at the
formerly friendly 0 -rena.
"I thought they had a lot of
good looks (at the basket), anctjust
shot really bad," said head Bull

Phil Jackson.
Simply put, that' s a fact. Even
pure shooter Dennis Scott was a
miserable O-for-7 from behind the
arc, ending his stre~ at 78 straight
games with at least one trey.
"Inevergotset.Ineverplanted
my feet right," Scott explained after
the game.
Even though the score was
close, the game really wasn't, not
until the end anyway. What was an
eight-point deficit at the half was
Magically whittled down to a fourpoint margin by the end of the third
quarter. Then after a mini-Magic
run in the fourth with I: 17 left, forward Horace Grant was able to tie

')

Golden Knights have scored just nine runs in six TAAC losses
by TRAVIS BELL
Staff writer

The U~F baseball team hit
the road last week in search of
ending their struggling conference
season.
After beginning the season
witha23-8 non-conference record,
the Knights have since gone 5-7,
including 3-6 in the TAAC.
The Golden Knights traveled to Tampa to hattle the nation-

ally r4nked South Florida Bulls. -sixth to extend their lead to 8-0.
Entering the game with a 2-7 road UCF seemed to be rolling until the
record, the Knights entered the eighth inning when Ramirez gave
game as an underdog in a tailspin. way to the bullpen.
Marco Ramirez headed to the
Ramirez had pitched seven
mound for his second start of the strong inning, allowing only five
.season for UCF, who have used hits, no runs and no walks, while
nine starting pitchers this season. striking out seven. Brian Gomes
UCF and USF remained entered in t.he eight and yielded
scoreless in a battle through three one run, before getting rocked in
innings. The Knights took a 1-0 the ninth, and giving way to George
lead in the fourth inning, before Schmidt who closed out the 9-4
exploding for seven runs in the victory over the Bulls.
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Knights' first baseman Gregg Pacitti makes the easy play on a dribbler earlier this season.

_Gregg Pacitti, the teams
leading hitter, led the Knights attack going 3-for-5 with three runs
scored and five RBis. His three
hits consisted of two. home runs
and a double. Todd Bellhorn also
added some punch as he went 3for-4 with three RBis and a home
run. Scott Loubier contributed with
two hits and an RBI as the Knights
gained a road victory.
UCFJhen visited Florida International in an important TAAC
battle. After a confidence huilder
in Tampa, the Knights looked to
improve upon their 2-4 TAAC
record. UCF would leave Miami
in a down mood.
The Knights' offense
seemed to struggle as FIU was
able to play well enough to pull
out two of three in the series. UCF
sent lefty Tim Riegert to the mound
to battle FIU. Riegert lost a heartbreaker 1-0 as his record dropped
to 5-5 despite a 2.61 ERA and 15
pick-offs.
"We have not had the clutch
hitting," said UCF coach Jay
Bergman. "We have not been able
to closeoutsorneof the close games."
UCF headed into the Saturday double-header looking for some
spark to get the team going. FIU
scored single runs in the second and
third to take a 2-0 as things began to

lookdim.fortheK.nights. UCFstruck
back with one in the fourth and then
four in the sixth to take a 5-2 lead.
Eric Johnson had the big hit
with a two-out, three-run horner in
the sixth. Pacitti and Brad King
added two hits apiece as the Knights
seemed to end their struggles. Mike
Maroth earned the victory, despite
allowing two runs in the seventh as
the bullpen struggled yet again.
"Our bullpen has struggled as
we have not been able to clo. e out
some close games," Bergman added.
Craig Cozart took the mound
in the nightcap and was rocked by
the FIU lineup. He pitched two innings and allowed six runs, but only
three were earned. The UCF defense committed three errors. FIU
took advantage of these miscues by
scoring all their runs in the first four
innings.
Brian Gomes and Jimmy Papa
continued the theme of the bullpen
difficulties, J;ombining for 1.1 innings, allowing seven runs on seven
hits.
The only bright spots in the
13-1 mauling for UCF were Steve
Golden pitching 2.2 scoreless innings and Brad King going 2-for-2
with a home run.
The Knights play four home
games this week starting today with
South Florida.
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